
Year 4 Spelling-Unit 11-Tested Friday 23rd April 

Spelling Pattern = c sound spelt -que and the g sound spelt -gue 

  

Group 3 

Spelling Meaning  
unique Something that there is only one of. 

tongue The fleshy muscular organ in the mouth of a mammal, used for 

tasting, licking, swallowing, and (in humans) articulating speech. 

dialogue Words spoken by a character. 

league A collection of people, countries, or groups that combine for mutual 

protection or cooperation. 

antique An old object. 

cheque A paper slip that is a form of payment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4 Spelling-Unit 11-Tested Friday 23rd April 

Spelling Pattern = c sound spelt -que and the g sound spelt -gue 

 

Group 2 

Spelling Meaning  
cheque A paper slip that is a form of payment. 

antique An old object. 

grotesque Something disgusting or repulsive, like a monster. 

unique Something that there is only one of. 

catalogue A complete list of items that is given in an order. 

 

league A collection of people, countries, or groups that combine for mutual 

protection or cooperation. 

tongue The fleshy muscular organ in the mouth of a mammal, used for 

tasting, licking, swallowing, and (in humans) articulating speech. 

dialogue Words spoken by a character. 

fatigue Extreme tiredness resulting from mental or physical exertion or 

illness. 

colleague A person with whom one works in a profession or business. 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4 Spelling-Unit 11-Tested Friday 23rd April 

Spelling Pattern = c sound spelt -que and the g sound spelt -gue 

   

Group 1 

Spelling Meaning  
cheque A paper slip that is a form of payment. 

antique An old object. 

grotesque Something disgusting or repulsive, like a monster. 

unique Something that there is only one of. 

catalogue A complete list of items that is given in an order. 

 

league A collection of people, countries, or groups that combine for mutual 

protection or cooperation. 

tongue The fleshy muscular organ in the mouth of a mammal, used for 

tasting, licking, swallowing, and (in humans) articulating speech. 

dialogue Words spoken by a character. 

fatigue Extreme tiredness resulting from mental or physical exertion or 

illness. 

colleague A person with whom one works in a profession or business. 

vague Uncertain, indefinite, or unclear character or meaning. 

picturesque A place or building that is visually attractive, especially in a quaint or 

charming way. 

 
 


